NAUTICAL & NICE  
Measures approx: 47 x 57

Stock #: PH 475/PH 475G * Retail: $8.50

Uses the panel plus yardage.

ANCHORS AWAY *  
Measures: 30 x 34

Stock #: PH 476/PH 476G * Retail: $8.50

Uses: 1 Charm Pack
1/8 yd. 17506-14 for extra blocks
1/3 yd. 7521-362 - binding

METEOR SHOWER*  
Measures: 84 x 84

Stock #: PH 477/PH 477G
Retail: $8.50

Uses: 1 Jelly Roll™
1/8 yd. - 17508-14
2 yds 7521-362-setting blocks & binding
1 5/8 yds red dot - borders
REGATTA
Measures: 57 x 75
Stock #: PH 478/PH 478G
Retail: $8.50
Uses: 1 Layer Cake™
  1/3 yd - extra blocks - 17503-22, 17506-13, 17502-11
  1 1/4 yds stripe/borders - 17505-11

HIGH TIDE
Measures: 63 x 63
Stock #: PH 479/PH 479G
Retail: $8.50
Uses: 1 Turnover™
  1/4 yd - 17503-22, 17508-14 extra blocks
  1/2 yd - 7521-362/borders
  1 1/4 yds - 17509-13/borders
  1 1/4 yds - 7521-361/borders & binding
Panel measures approx. 24" x 44"

Block measure approx. 21.50" x 30.50" inside of red border.

Panel have been reduced approximately 65% to show overall pattern & repeat.
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